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Abstract: - Research on Speaker Identification is always difficult. A speaker may be automatically identified using  by comparing their 

voice sample with their previously recorded voice, the machine learning strategy has grown in favor in recent years. Convolutional neural 

networks (CNN) , deep neural networks (DNN)  are some of the machine learning techniques that  has employed recently. The article will 

discuss a successful speaker verification system based on the d-vector to construct a new approach based on speaker diarization. In 

particular, in this article, we use the concept of LSTM to cluster the speech segments using MFCC coefficients and identify the speakers 

in the diarization system. The proposed system will be evaluated using benchmark performance metrics, and a comparative study will be 

made with other models. The need to consider the LSTM neural network using acoustic data and linguistic dialect is considered. LSTM 

networks could produce reliable speaker segmentation outputs. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The method of identifying a speaker and determining their identity from voice samples is known as speaker 

recognition. Specifically, chunking the speech signal according to a speaker's identity is known as speaker 

diarization. This chunking or clustering technique is a crucial subtask in some specific speaker recognition 

scenarios. Speaker tracking is also a part of the recognition process. Splitting the verbal utterance into samples is 

important to monitor the speaker, and boundaries are typically considered. Something that divides two speech 

signals is called a border. 

A two-phase method is used in speaker diarization; in the first phase, the obtained speech samples are grouped into 

segments, and in the second phase, preprocessing is done. The general first segmentation technique detects 

variations in voice samples within the input speech signal. We consider the speech samples fake and discard them 

if there are any relative changes. Most of the time, parametric models are considered in the literature. In the 

statistical modeling process, each speech sample is considered, and the acoustic or phase spectrum is identified 

generally to identify the speech signal and to interact with the signals for processing. These models are mostly 

statistical, including GMM and HMM [1][2]. 

The procedures commonly carried out are based on MFCC [3], employing digital amplitude and frequencies that 

are thought to model the speech sample when we extract speech signals. A vector with 13 columns will be produced. 

Every column can be considered a feature vector; prosodic or auditory features correspond to this column. The 

statistical modeling techniques take these features as input. The resultant output will take the shape of a peaks-

containing signal or histogram. These peaks are kurtosis and skewness in statistics [4], [5]. Kurtosis is the term used 

to describe peak readings. 

The majority of the voice samples may exhibit positive or negative skewness and left or right truncation; in other 

words, the data may not be uniformly distributed, with some signals exhibiting high and low peaks. Kurtosis is the 

term for the measurements of the peaks. Generally speaking, the signal can be lepto, meso, or platykurtic. This 

Methodology defines a normal distribution (beta = 3) if the data is uniformly skewed. It also generates hmm 

algorithms and identifies the corresponding class labels. 

The homogenous signal that has been categorized and grouped must be identified to identify a specific speaker, i.e., 

during the speaker diarization procedure that asks who spoke when in a multilingual manner. The class label is 
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recognized when a border divides the speaker. Calculating the change within voice samples for which the histogram 

or frequency curve is considered is necessary for differentiating the speaker or speaker identification system. 

In speaker diarization, a corpus or dataset is maintained with all such corpora. The speech samples are grouped into 

short sequence samples in this manner, and non-speech samples—non-trained samples—are filtered out as outliers 

in the next step, feature extraction, for which mfcc is considered. In the next step, the factors about the speaker are 

generated using a vector, and using this vector, the speakers are segmented. In the final phase, i.e., segmentation, 

these clusters are combined to form a refined output for identification or speaker diarization. 

Neural networks have been used in speaker diarization systems rapidly in recent technological inventories [7], [8], 

[9], and [10]. In most literature, speaker diarization systems use text-based speaker verification and detection to 

identify the same speaker. In practice, text-independent recognition systems are necessary when working with 

realistic processes. Therefore, a system that can identify the relative speaker based on dynamic voice not labeled in 

the corpus must be built.  

Thus, this article is an attempt to address this. An LSTM-based text-independent diarization system is used to 

develop the new model. This proposed article addresses the integration of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

networks with Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features for successful speaker diarization. 

This is how the rest of the article is structured. An overview of recent research conducted in this field is provided 

in section 2 of the article.  

Section 3 discusses the text-independent speaker verification system or LSTM. The algorithmic perspective of the 

suggested model is given in Section 4 of the paper. Section 5 of the article highlights the dataset under consideration. 

The clustering technique proposed is in section 6; the Methodology, together with experiments and the deduced 

outcomes, are described in section 7 of the article. The article is summarized in section 7. 

II. RELATED WORK  

Previous studies have divided the verification issue into more manageable but loosely related subproblems. As an 

illustration, the i-vector and probabilistic linear. 

The most popular method for text-dependent speaker verification [9, 10, 11] and text-independent speaker 

verification [7, 8, 5, 6] is discriminant analysis (PLDA) [5, 6]. For text-independent speaker detection, hybrid 

techniques with deep learning-based components have also shown promise [12, 13, 14]. However, a more direct 

deep learning modeling might be a desirable substitute for tiny footprint systems [15, 4]. Recurrent neural networks 

have, to the best of our knowledge, not been used for the speaker verification job, but they have been used for 

related issues like speaker identification [16] and language identification [17]. 

Machine learning algorithms are considered in this article because of their capability to adapt to a diversified and 

dynamic dataset that suits different styles of speaker dialog pronunciation and dissimilar acoustic conditions. 

Another advantage associated with the machine learning algorithm is that it can automatically learn about relevant 

features from input data, thereby reducing the need for manual intervention. This capability is most beneficial in 

speaker diarization because it facilitates the extraction of discriminant features directly from the audio stream. 

Among these machine learning techniques, lstm is preferred, and the advantages of choosing this technique are 

underlined in the following section of the article. 

III. LONG SHORT- TERM MEMORY (LSTM) 

Leading-edge deep learning networks are designed in LSTM networks, a rapidly emerging subject. These 

techniques aid in determining the temporal correlations between subsequent data points. The basic ideas and 

importance of lengthy short-term memory are examined in this introduction within the framework of neural 

networks. 
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A. Speech Recognition Process 

By using long short-term memory banks (LSTMs) in speech recognition and transcription, we can improve accuracy 

by detecting recordings in audio. There is a separate application, which is Speaker discrimination, that can used for 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks where it contains superior sequential data processing capabilities. By 

using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks, we can extract strong data by using suitable feature extraction 

techniques, including MFCCs 

B. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC): 

Recording an audio stream’s spectral characteristics with a comprehensive feature is known as MFCC. By using 

discrete cosine transform, logarithmic compression, and Mel-filter bank analysis, we can produce accurate 

representations of the audio spectrum that can be useful in identifying speakers. Using Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) with Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) will provide exceptionally good insight into identifying sample 

correlations in a series of data. LSTMs imitate the temporal patterns in MFCC sequences in speaker diary tasks, 

eventually enabling the network to identify complicated speech features. In brief, the characteristics of MFCC are 

combined with LSTM networks, which specifically identify speaker recognition solutions that improve 

performance and accuracy across different audio settings. The improvement of speaker recognition can be possible 

with deep learning and signal processing developments. 

C.Clustering: 

The clustering techniques that are incorporated into our diarization system are described in this section. Our 

emphasis lies on the spectral offline clustering strategy, which demonstrated superior performance compared to    

alternative methods during testing, boasting a considerable margin of improvement. 

       Based on the run-time latency, clustering algorithms fall into two categories: 

      •Online clustering: When a segment becomes available, a speaker label is released immediately, without regard 

to  subsequent segments. 

      •Offline clustering: Speaker labels are generated once all segment embeddings are available. 

Because more contextual information is accessible in the offline scenario, offline clustering algorithms usually 

perform better than online clustering algorithms. Moreover, only in the offline configuration can the last re-

segmentation step be applied. However, the application's nature ultimately determines whether to use it online or 

offline. 

IV. PROCESS MODEL LSTM WITH MFCC FEATURES FOR EFFECTIVE SPEAKER DIARIZATION SYSTEM 

• Data preprocessing: Consider Librosa to extract MFCC features from audio samples. 

• Segmentation: To facilitate analysis, split the audio stream into overlapping sections. 

• LSTM Modeling: To examine temporal patterns in the MFCC sequences, build an LSTM network. 

• Clustering: To classify segments with comparable speaker features, use clustering methods like k-

means. 

• Post-processing: Make sure that segment transitions are seamless and adjust speaker labels in light of 

contextual data. 

• Obstacles: Using LSTM and MFCC characteristics to implement speaker diarization presents some 

obstacles, including. 

V. DATASET 

Speech Accent Archive: The speech accent archive was created to consistently display a wide range of accents 

from different languages. The identical English text is read aloud by native and non-native speakers, and their 
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responses are meticulously documented. The archive is designed to be both a research and teaching tool. Linguists 

and other individuals who want to listen to and contrast the accents of various English speakers are the intended 

users.  

        2140 voice samples from several talkers reading the same reading passage are included in this dataset. Talkers 

have 214 different native languages and are from 177 different countries. Every talker is using the English 

language. 

A.  Speaker Diarization Procedure: 

Segmentation and clustering are the two primary phases in the diarization process. Initially, the audio stream is 

Speaker Diarization Procedure:Diarization procedure for speakers involves two phases: segmentation and 

grouping. Initially, the audio stream is separated into brief frames that represent temporal samples. Speaker 

diarization is the technique of categorizing audio portions in a recording based on individual speakers. Combining 

MFCC with LSTM networks is the most effective approach. 

B. Mel-Frequency (MFCC): 

Measures a sound stream's short-term power spectrum. These techniques are widely utilised in speech and audio 

processing due to their ability to accurately identify speakers.  

C. Diarizing Speakers:  

Audio streams are divided into portions with uniform speakers and assigned unique speaker identities. The 

diarization process involves two primary processes: segmentation and clustering.  

D. Long Short-Term Memory with MFCC LSTM  

networks may represent temporal dependencies inside MFCC sequences for each audio segment in a speaker 

diarization setting. 

E. Workflow:  

• Preprocess data to extract MFCC features from audio segments using programmes like Librosa.  

• Segment the audio stream into brief, overlapping chunks.  

• To extract temporal patterns from MFCC sequences, use an LSTM network.  

• Clustering: Use k-means to classify segments with similar speaker attributes.  

• Refinement: Adjust speaker labels for smooth transitions and contextual consistency. 

 

Figure 1: Architecture 
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F. Step-by-step process of Speaker Diarization Algorithm Employing LSTM and MFCC Features. 

• Each audio file contains multiple speakers. Before processing, separate the audio into short chunks, such as one 

or two seconds. 

• Extract the MFCC features from each segment using Librosa or a comparable library. 

• Building an LSTM Model: Define an LSTM network architecture for sequence modeling. 

• Input layer: MFCC sequences for each segment. 

• To capture temporal dependencies, use LSTM layers. 

•  A labeled dataset containing speaker annotations will be used to train the LSTM network. 

• Choose an appropriate loss function for jobs involving sequence labeling. 

• Modify hyperparameters, including batch size and learning rate. 

• Partition-wise Deduction: Apply the learned LSTM model to each segmented audio fragment to perform 

inference. 

• Get each segment's speaker embedding. 

• Clustering: Apply a clustering technique to group speaker embedding (k- means, for example). The 

number of speakers and the number of clusters match. 

• Enhancement: Adjust the speaker clusters in light of the surrounding situation. 

• Following processing, seamless changes in speaker segments to improve the diarization outcomes. Also, 

address instances of background noise and overlapping voice. 

• Results: final divided output, with portions identified to correspond to various speakers. 

• Compute the keyword. A one mask value corresponds to a segment where the keyword was spotted. mask 

= classify (KWSNet,features.'); 

• Plot the test signal and the mask. 

 

 Figure 2: Exploratory data analysis of audio   

 

Figure 3: Raw Audio to MFCC Feature Extraction 
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Figure 4: Test Accuracy and Loss for The Hold Lstm Model 

 

Figure 5: Confusion Matrix for The Model 

LSTM Model Predictions: Relative speaker identification in given corpus, it is able to identify different accents 

with accuracy of78%.”. 

Table 1. LSTM Model prediction 

Class Precision Recall F1 Score 

0 0.775 0.866 0.758 

1 0.804 0.478 0.599 

2 0.542 0.324 0.393 

3 0.664 0.442 0.53 

4 0.866 0.84 0.852 

LSTM Model Predictions for Dynamic voice: prediction of voice that is not labeled in corpus it is able to identify 

different  accents with accuracy of 77% 

VI. CONCLUSION 

To create a novel d-vector-based method for speaker diarization, we expanded on the achievements of previous d-

vector-based speaker verification systems in this study. To be more precise, we used recent advancements in non-

parametric clustering with LSTM-based d-vector audio embeddings to produce an advanced system for speaker 

diarization.  
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